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Abstract. Many papers which deal with the dynamic instability of shell-like structures under the STEP
load have been published. But, there have been few papers related to the dynamic instability of hybrid
cable domes. In this study, the dynamic instability of hybrid cable domes considering geometric
nonlinearity is investigated by a numerical method. The characteristic structural behaviour of a cable
dome shows a strong nonlinearity, so we determine the shape of a cable dome by applying initial stress
and examine the indirect buckling mechanism under dynamic external forces. The dynamic critical loads
are determined by the numerical integration of the nonlinear equation of motion, and the indirect buckling
is examined by using the phase plane to investigate the occurrence of chaos.
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1. Introduction

After civilization began, large space structures were in continuous demand, because human beings
pursued life in larger and more affluent spaces. Changes in roof structures are the most important
factor for the possibility of making large space structures (Makowski 1993). Roofs gradually
lightened with the change of materials and technical developments, and the present technique can
exceed a span of 300 meters.

Following such a trend, the construction of large space structures is rapidly increasing all over the
world and accordingly, incidents of collapse are on the rise. To build safer and more economical
buildings, we have to know the precise collapse mechanism of large space structures, and many
researchers have focused on this problem (Kani and McConnel 1987, See and McConnel 1986).
However, relatively many researchers have been studying the collapse mechanism by a static load,
but there are few investigations into the collapse mechanism by dynamic external forces, and the
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collapse mechanism by dynamic load is greatly different from a situation involving a static load
(Hangai 1971, Holzer 1977).

A shape resistant shell structure is an extremely efficient mechanical creation because it transmits
forces mainly by in-plane forces, but at a certain load level it changes from a stable condition to an
unstable condition or vice versa. Therefore, it is very important to grasp the collapse mechanism
due to the unstable phenomenon and we have to reflect it in the design process. The important
aspect of the instability problem of a shell type structural system is that it reacts to the initial
condition very sensitively, so the nonlinear analysis problem becomes very unstable and this is
caused by the limitation of mathematics (Huang 1968, Hsu 1966, 1967, Yao 1991).

The structural instability problem can be divided into two classes. One class is the static instability
problem and the other is the dynamic instability problem.

Since the announcement of the classical buckling load of spherical shells by Zoelly (1915), the
static instability problem of shell type structures has been studied by many researchers, and the
design standard is also provided (Huang 1964, Suhara 1960). However, research into the dynamic
instability problem of shell type structures is insufficient (Kim 1995) because the numerical analysis
of the nonlinear dynamic equation of motion is extremely difficult (Kouhia 1989, Waszczyszyn
1983).

The structural system that discreterized continuous shells is frequently used to make dome-type
structures, and it is generally used to make large space structures because the weight is lightened
and redundant force is increased. This kind of structure shows the instability phenomenon by snap-
through or bifurcation according to the shape of structure, and the understanding of the collapse
mechanism by this phenomenon is very important to the design process (Hill 1989, Lin 1990). In
the case of the dynamic loading condition, the studies of the collapse mechanism by unstable
phenomenon is still in the incipient stage (Coan 1983, Kim 1990, 1997). In the dynamic instability
problem, snap-through corresponds to the direct buckling and bifurcation corresponds to the indirect
buckling.

In this study, we shall investigate the dynamic instability phenomenon of the Geiger model, which
is the most well known among the cable dome structures that is the lightweight hybrid structure
using compression and tension element continuously. The structural behaviour of the cable dome
shows a strong nonlinearity according to the initial stress and external forces. Therefore, we
determine the shape by applying initial stress and then investigate the indirect buckling mechanism
by the dynamic external forces.

First we obtain the static bifurcation buckling load by a static nonlinear analysis. With the static
analytic results, we execute the dynamic nonlinear analysis and compare its results with the static
bifurcation buckling load. We consider the nonlinear transient response and the characteristic of
attractor in the phase plane to grasp the generation path of the dynamic buckling. Also, we
investigate the generation of chaos in the indirect buckling, which is the dynamic nonlinear problem
reacting sensitively by the initial imperfection.

2. Nonlinear stiffness equation of the cable element

Fig. 1 shows the element coordinates of nonlinear cable element in the local coordinate system.
The displacements within an element can be expressed in terms of the nodal displacements by

using Lagrangian interpolation functions Ni and Nj.
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(1)

where,

(2)

The strain-displacement relationship of element is given as Eq. (3) including quadratic terms
which means the geometric nonlinearity.

(3)

Where,

(4)

The stress-strain relationship in the incremental section is given in Eq. (5).

(5)

where, E is Young’s modulus.
The virtual work equation of nonlinear cable element is given as,

(6)
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Fig. 1 Element coordinate system of cable element
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Assuming the present state of things as an initial state and then applying the principal of virtual
work, Eq. (6) can be written as Eq. (7).

(7)

Substitute δεx obtained from Eq. (3) to Eq. (7), then replace the volume integral with uniform area
A and length l, Eq. (7) can be expressed as,

(8)

As the δ d of Eq. (8) is virtual displacement, so for non-trivial solution,

(9)

Replace εx of Eq. (5) with Eq. (3) and then substitute to Eq. (9),

(10)

Eliminate over quadratic terms to d and transpose both sides, Eq. (10) can be written as,

(11)

In Eq. (11), we define the residual force caused by eliminating higher order terms to d as,

(12)

Using Eq. (12), Eq. (11) can be expressed as,

(13)

where,

   : Elastic stiffness matrix

 : Geometric stiffness matrix

The nodal load vector, residual force vector and nodal displacement vector in the local coordinate
system can be written to the value of global coordinate system by using transformation matrix T.

f = TF, r = TR, d = TD (14)

So, Eq. (13) can be written as,

(15)

Therefore, the tangent stiffness matrix in the global coordinate system can be obtained as Eq. (16).

(16)
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where,

 : Elastic stiffness matrix in the global coordinate system

 : Geometric stiffness matrix in the global coordinate system

3. Analytic model

To examine the dynamic instability phenomenon of hybrid structures, we adopted the Geiger-type
cable dome, which is frequently used to make large space structures in recent years. This model has
excellent structural efficiency, but it possesses the danger of collapse by in-plane twist because of its
lightweight and flexibility.

Fig. 2 shows the node and element number of an analytic model and Table 1 is the nodal
coordinates. Material properties of each element are, Young’s modulus E = 1.6 × 106 kgf/cm2,

KE TTkET=

KG TTkGT=

Fig. 2 Analytic model

Table 2 Cross section of element (unit: cm2)

Element number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cross section 1.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.00 0.02 0.02

Element number 8 9 10 11 12 13

Cross section 0.02 0.01 1.00 0.04 0.04 0.04

Table 1 Nodal coordinates (unit : cm)

Node number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

X - coordinate 0.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 40.0 60.0
Z - coordinate 21.0 15.0 18.5 4.50 11.5−11.5 0.0
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density ρ = 7.85 × 10−3 kgf/cm3, and Table 2 is the cross section. The boundary condition of external
nodes 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32 are clamped and the others are free.

We used two kinds of load modes, as shown in Fig. 3. Symbol ; represents the node where the
load is acting to the −Z-direction. A-type is the total axisymmetrical load model and B-type is the
partial axisymmetrical load model.

Cable dome is initially unstable, therefore we have to apply initial stress for the stabilization of
the structure (Lin 1990, Kwun 1995). The initial stress is the value at the equilibrium state by
performing the shape analysis, and Fig. 4 shows the values of initial stresses.

Fig. 3 Load mode

Fig. 4 Initial stress (unit : kgf)
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4. Numerical results and discussions

4.1 Static nonlinear instability analysis

To examine the bifurcation phenomenon in the static instability analysis, we have to introduce an
initial imperfection. Initial imperfection is chosen from the first eigen vector which is obtained by
eigen value analysis at the initial increment of tangent stiffness matrix, and we regarded it as an
initial imperfection mode. Fig. 5 is the initial imperfection mode, where the solid line indicates the
upper element and the dotted line indicates the lower element.

In this study, we choose the magnitude of the initial imperfection as 0.01% and 0.1% of the span,
and the analytic results are compared with that of the perfectly shaped model.

As the static nonlinear analytic method, we trace the critical load according to step by step
analysis using the tangent stiffness equation of Chapter 2. Here, we used the displacement
incremental method, that is, incrementing the displacement of node #1 to −Z-direction by 0.01 cm
and compute the load factor and determinant of tangent stiffness matrix at each step.

Fig. 6 shows the determinants of the tangent stiffness matrix which are normalized by the initial
determinant. In this figure, the solid line denotes the perfectly shaped model and the dotted lines
represent the model has initial imperfection of 0.01% and 0.1%, respectively.

In case of the prefectly shaped model, the point that the determinant curves pass through zero line
is 11.9 kgf (total load is 154.7 kgf) per node for A-type and 43.35 kgf (total load is 260.1 kgf) per
node for B-type, respectively. These values are the static critical loads.

But, in cases of initially imperfected models, the determinant curves do not pass through zero line
and this phenomenon is clearer when the magnitude of initial imperfection is larger. Because the
perfectly shaped model can not avoid the unstable point, the determinant curves have to pass
through the zero line, but by applying initial imperfection, the rigidity becomes stabilized state
rapidly after the critical load level. That is, the main displacement modes are coupling with a new
independent buckling mode as load level approaches close to the critical load level. Moreover, the

Fig. 5 Initial imperfection mode
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magnitude of initial imperfection becomes larger, the stabilization of rigidity becomes more rapid
and this phenomenon is clearer in A-type than B-type.

Therefore, we can know that the instability phenomenon of this Geiger-type cable dome is
generated by the bifurcation.

4.2 Nonlinear dynamic instability analysis

We used the Newmark’s direct integration method to obtain the nonlinear dynamic responses of
cable dome. In this study, we obtain the displacement vector at time t + ∆t and using this, calculate
the velocity vector and acceleration vector. And replace the values at time t + ∆t with the values at
time t, then compute increasing time increment ∆t in succession. At this time, we obtain the nodal
coordinates and element forces newly at each step and using this renew the geometric stiffness
matrix of the following step.

Load mode for nonlinear dynamic instability analysis is limited to A-type and load condition is
the vertical STEP function excitation. And we used load parameter α, which is normalized by static
critical load 11.9 kgf. That is, α = 1 means the static critical load level.

We obtained the dynamic nonlinear responses at each load level and graph the maximum
displacement of each load level. At this time, time increment ∆t is 1/100 of first natural period T1

and duration is 10T1. For this model, T1 is 1.3196 sec. When we obtain the dynamic response
considering geometric nonlinearity, the critical load and displacement response is changed a little by
the change of time increment ∆t. But previous research has studied there is not a big difference to
the decisive critical load (Kim 1990).

Fig. 7 shows the maximum displacement responses of node #3 and #5. From this figure, the
perfectly shaped model does not reveal nonlinear phenomenon, but the initially imperfected models
reveal nonlinear effect strongly. That is, the displacements diverge when the load level exceeds
α = 0.76 in the case of 0.01% initial imperfection and α = 0.58 in the case of 0.1% initial
imperfection. As you can know from the Y-direction graph, according to the load level increases the
unstable phenomenon is happened by in-plane twist and consequently the displacements increase
rapidly, so the displacements of X- and Z-direction diverge together.

This phenomenon is the indirect buckling which is correspond to the bifurcation in the static

Fig. 6 Determinant curves
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buckling. Therefore, the collapse mechanism of Geiger-type cable dome is formed by indirect
buckling caused by in-plane twist, and the critical load level is greatly dependent to the magnitude
of initial imperfection.

The Geiger-type model used in this study, the dynamic critical load is lowerd to 50-80% of the
static one.

We can understand this mechanism in detail by analyzing the displacement responses.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are the displacement responses of node #3 and #4 with perfectly shaped model

and load level α = 1.0. The Y-direction displacement responses are nearly zero, so the in-plane twist
buckling cannot happen. The X- and Z-direction displacements are vibrating with the same cycle.

In case of 0.01% initial imperfection, dynamic buckling is occurred in the vicinity of α = 0.76. So
we examined the displacement responses of pre-buckling load level α = 0.76 and post-buckling load
level α = 0.77. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the displacement responses of node #3 with load level
α = 0.76 and 0.77, respectively. And Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 are the displacement responses of node #5
with load level α = 0.76 and α = 0.77.

In case of 0.1% initial imperfection, dynamic buckling is happened near α = 0.58. So the
displacement responses of pre-buckling load level α = 0.58 and post-buckling load level α = 0.59
are examined. The results of node #3 with α = 0.58 and α = 0.59 are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15,
and the results of node #5 are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, respectively.

Fig. 7 Maximum dynamic displacement responses
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Fig. 9 Displacement responses of perfect shape (Node #5)

Fig. 10 Displacement responses of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.76)

Fig. 11 Displacement responses of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.77)

Fig. 8 Displacement responses of perfect shape (Node #3)
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Fig. 13 Displacement responses of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.77)

Fig. 14 Displacement responses of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.58)

Fig. 15 Displacement responses of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.59)

Fig. 12 Displacement responses of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.76)
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We can find out from these figures, especially in Y-direction responses, that the responses of pre-
buckling load level reveal the normal transient responses, but in case of post-buckling load level
reveals a divergence after 11 seconds. This phenomenon is occurred by the indirect buckling which is
happened from the coupling between main deformation modes and an independent buckling mode.

We analyzed the phase plane near the dynamic critical load level to examine the dynamic
instability phenomenon of cable dome.

Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show the phase planes of node #3 and #5 in case of perfectly shaped model.
In the orbit of phase planes of X- and Z-direction, the attractor shows the torus, which is moving
continuously and more than two limit cycles are maintaining independence. But, Y-direction
attractor is very weak and progressing individual path.

In case of 0.01% initial imperfection, we examined the phase planes of pre-buckling load level
α = 0.76 and post-buckling load level α = 0.77. Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show the phase planes of node
#3 with load level α = 0.76 and α = 0.77, respectively. Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 are the phase planes of
node #5 with load level α = 0.76 and α = 0.77.

In case of 0.1% initial imperfection, the phase planes of pre-buckling load level α = 0.58 and
post-buckling load level α = 0.59 is examined. The results of node #3 with α = 0.58 and α = 0.59
are shown in Fig. 24 and Fig. 25, and the results of node #5 are shown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27,
respectively.

From these figures, we can know that X- and Z-direction curves represent the torus, in which
more than two limit cycles are in motion independently, similar to the perfectly shaped model. But,
the Y-direction attractor reveals a chaotic behaviour forming a strange attractor, which is a non-
overlapping new orbit caused by amplification of nonlinearity. And, as the magnitude of initial
imperfection becomes larger, the characteristic of attractor becomes clearer.

Therefore, it is a chaotic phenomenon sensitive to the initial condition.

Fig. 17 Displacement responses of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.59)

Fig. 16 Displacement responses of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.58)
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Fig. 20 Phase plane of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.76)

Fig. 21 Phase plane of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.77)

Fig. 19 Phase plane of perfect shape (Node #5)

Fig. 18 Phase plane of perfect shape (Node #3)
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Fig. 24 Phase plane of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.58)

Fig. 25 Phase plane of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #3, α = 0.59)

Fig. 23 Phase plane of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.77)

Fig. 22 Phase plane of 0.01% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.76)
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we examined the dynamic instability phenomenon of Geiger model, which is most
well known among the large space structural systems.

First, we obtainined the static bifurcation buckling load by nonlinear static analysis. On the basis
of the static analysis results, we executed the nonlinear dynamic analysis and compared it with the
static bifurcation buckling load. And to grasp the generation path of the dynamic buckling, we
examined the nonlinear transient responses and the characteristic of attractor in the phase plane.
Also, we investigated the generation of chaos about the indirect buckling, which is the dynamic
nonlinear problem react sensitively by the initial imperfection.

And the followings are observed.
1) The mechanism of dynamic instability for cable dome is happened by the divergence of

displacement responses which is formed the coupling between main deformation modes and
an independent orthogonal buckling mode.

2) The instability of Geiger-type cable dome is happened by the in-plane twist which is a kind of
the bifurcation buckling, and therefore this phenomenon is the indirect buckling in dynamic
responses.

3) Under the step function excitation, the dynamic buckling loads for the case of no damping are
reduced about 50-80% of the static one.

4) The Geiger-type hybrid cable dome shows a chaotic behaviour in nonlinear dynamic analysis
with initial imperfections.

Therefore, the collapse mechanism of Geiger-type hybrid cable dome is formed by the indirect
buckling due to in-plane twist, and the critical load level is greatly sensitive to the maginitude of
initial imperfections.

Fig. 26 Phase plane of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.58)

Fig. 27 Phase plane of 0.1% initial imperfection (Node #5, α = 0.59)
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